Centrifugal separation of cells in sputum specimens from patients with undifferentiated carcinoma.
Ethanol-fixed cells in sputum from patients with undifferentiated carcinoma of the lung were separated in aqueous Ficoll using a discontinuous density gradient centrifugation technique. The selective enrichment of small cell undifferentiated (e.g., oat cell) or large cell undifferentiated carcinoma cells was achieved while removing most of the leukocytes (80-90%) and macrophages (65-75%) from specimen fractions containing the greatest relative frequencies of cancer cells. The maximum purity of small cell carcinoma cells (0.04%) occurs in moderate density (rho = 1.121 g/ml) gradient fractions and results in a 2.4-fold enrichment relative to unprocessed specimens. In contrast, the maximum purity of large cell carcinoma cells (0.22%) is obtained in very high density (rho = 1.172 g/ml) gradient fractions and results in a 1.2-fold enrichment in comparison with unprocessed specimens. Microscopic examination of Papanicolaou-stained specimen fractions reveals that these enrichments were achieved while retaining diagnostically significant cytomorphologic and tinctorial features necessary for cancer screening and diagnosis. Peak purity ranges of undifferentiated cancer cells significantly overlap comparable ranges for material from bronchogenic adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma.